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REPLAY:  FLAG OR WAIVE OFF FLAG 

______________________________________________________ 
 

A replay review may result in a flag being thrown for the following fouls: 
[1] Forward pass when ball carrier beyond the neutral zone or after a change of team 

possession.  (47)(51) 

[2]       Illegal forward handing when ball carrier beyond neutral zone or after a change of 

 team possession.   (23)(48) 

[3] Ball carrier beyond neutral zone when he kicks the ball.    

[4] More than eleven players on field for either team during a live ball.  

(a) Disregard departing player within one yard of sideline. 

[5] Non-player interfering with live ball action in field of play. 

[6] Free kick out of bounds when receiver did not touch kick.  (3)(5) 

 

Replay may “reverse” a call with the result of creating a foul: 
[1] Illegal touching of a forward pass by ineligible receiver by number.   (57) 

[2] Illegal touching of a forward pass by originally eligible receiver after being out of 

bounds. 

(a) Official does not make call or rules that offensive receiver was blocked 

out of bounds.  (42)-(45) 

  (i) Replay shows that receiver was not touched.  

  (ii) Replay cannot rule on the severity of the contact. 

[3] Kicking team player goes out of bounds and returns inbounds. 

(a) Official does not make call or rules that kicking team player was blocked 

out of bounds.   (103)-(105) 

  (i) Replay shows that receiver was not touched.  

  (ii) Replay cannot rule on the severity of the contact. 

 

A replay review may result in a flag being “waived off” for the following fouls: 
[1] Pass touched by player or official before pass interference flagged.  (53) 

 (a) Foul could still be holding or a personal foul.   

[2] Pass touched by a Team B player before illegal touching flagged.   (54) 

[3] Free kick touched by inbounds Team B player before ball goes out of bounds  

 between the goal lines but is flagged.   (4)  

[4] Punt blocked/touched by a Team B player when roughing or running into kicker 

flagged.   

[5] Pass did not cross neutral zone and ineligible receiver downfield flagged. 

 (a) Pass does not cross neutral when ball touched behind neutral zone.    

 

NOTE:  Replay “flagging” or “creating” a foul could result in offsetting fouls. 
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